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APP Intelligent Control System

This slider has mobile APP control function, available for your smart mobile 

device (Android 4.0 or above, IOS 9.0 or above) Search in major APP stores 

(such as Apple store/Google Play, etc.) to download the GVM Slider APP 

program, or scan the code on GVM official website (www:gvmled.com) to 

download. 
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If connected, the current battery 
capacity of the device will appear in the 
upper right corner. At this time, the 
control interface is in the manual state, 
you can try to click the button of the 
corresponding axis, and the device can 
start working.

Switch the automatic mode through 
the button, and set the key points you 
needed.

If you cannot connect, click the 
connect button in the upper left corner 
to research the connection.

Choose the device name GVM to 
connect.

Prompt to turn on Bluetooth, click allow.Register your account and password 
first.

Click on the installed APP.Turn on the power switch.

Increase the key points by moving the 
axes of the device to the desired 
position.

Key points increase success.

After adding the key point, return to the 
previous interface.

At this time, you can choose automatic 
round trip or stop to enter the next 
choice.

Select the key point where the start / 
end point is located (Note: the start / end 

point cannot be the same point key), and you 
can start running after setting the 
number of round trips required.

During operation, you can pause or 
exit to return to the previous menu.

In the time-lapse shooting mode, set the 
required number of sheets and time, 
then set the start / end point, and swipe 
down to start running.

During operation, you can pause or 
exit to return to the previous menu.

In the panoramic shooting mode, set 
the required parameters and click the 
arrow keys to start running.

During operation, you can pause or 
exit to return to the previous menu.

The setting can switch the sound / 
vibration of the button and reset the 
APP parameters.

Scan the code to download the APP

Add: 338 N Canal St, #20, South San Francisco,CA94080, USA
Web: www.gvmled.com 

Email: support@gvmled.com
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